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all the p9 issues can be fixed with a few lines of software code. the
phone has a microsd card slot, but its been a long time since it was

used. it’s a pain to remove, but once thats done, theres enough room
for a couple of gb of additional storage. there are some little things
that huawei has changed with the software, so backup and restore

are still recommended. huawei have released an update for the
device but its been a while since release. you can purchase the phone

from sellers like amazon uk to get the latest firmware. the british
version has android 7.0 nougat, with emui 5.0. but the new p9 lite is a
major improvement. its much better in every way. the p9 lite is a lot
cheaper than the p9, at around £300. thats still quite a spend, but a

lot less than the price of a new samsung or iphone. the p9 lite is much
better in every way. its much cheaper than a new iphone, but it’s still
a good phone. its not as snappy and as fast as the iphone, but it’s a
good value. if youre looking for a cheap phone to buy, the p9 lite is a
great option. of course, it’s not quite as good as the iphone. but even
at half the cost of the iphone, it’s still a good bargain. if you liked our
huawei p9 review, why not read our reviews of the p9 lite, huawei p9

lite 2, huawei p8 lite, huawei mate 9 and huawei p9 lite 2. its
important to use huawei stock firmware, as the gt nexus isnt

recognised as a google device and will not be updated by google. the
p9 lite can be set to update to the latest operating system with the
use of twrp. huawei has added a few new features to the camera,

including a quick interface for separating foreground from background
objects. it also has the ability to unlock your phone using the phone
number in your contacts, or your watch if you have a fitness tracker.

maybe most importantly, you can now activate the rear-facing
camera and record video while walking.
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huaweis official accessories and cases are as stylish as youd expect from
a company with these devices in its catalog. youll get a good variety of
different covers for the phone, including an all-plastic version, leather

and silicon cases, and of course some funky colorful covers. in the box,
youll also get a pair of flat earbuds. finally, we tried out the p9 around
san francisco with a plastic case, and it was surprisingly comfortable to

use in spite of the large battery. although not everyone will feel the
same, the p9 fits in the hand well, and its fine to hold for extended

periods of time. its not as slippery as the g5 or the galaxy s7, but its not
particularly grippy, either. the p9 is a fine phone, but its not a flagship.

huawei needs to step up the software update process, because the
company has a lot of catching up to do. the p9 should get a score of

100k in the latest antutu benchmarks as it now comes with a beefy kirin
960 chipset and 3gb of ram. huawei should be able to keep this up with
emui 5.0 on top of it, and build on its current momentum. to sum it up,
the huawei p9 has some great components, but it also feels like a step

backwards. its an improved upgrade over the p8, but its still missing the
kind of gimmicks that make for an enticing iphone or a more focused

google pixel. about the author:richard adhikari is a contributor to
readwrite web. he has written about a wide range of technology

subjects, including open source projects, online organizations, and
google. read more of his articles here. about the author:richard adhikari
is a contributor to readwrite web. he has written about a wide range of

technology subjects, including open source projects, online
organizations, and google. read more of his articles here. 5ec8ef588b
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